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FOUR CARD
POKER
Four Card Poker is a poker derivative game in which the four (4) best
cards are used to make a poker hand, although each player is dealt five (5)
cards and the dealer is dealt six (6).
1. Four Card Poker is a Four (4)-Card Stud Poker Game.
2. Players must be seated to play. Once a player has placed a wager and
has been dealt a hand of cards, the player must remain seated until the
completion of that round of play, may not talk to other players about the
contents of his/her hand, or make it obvious they are looking at other
hands. Also, only that player may touch his/her cards.
3. The players each receive five (5) cards face down; the dealer receives
six (6) cards – the first five down and the sixth up. The dealer always
qualifies and the best Four Card Poker Hand wins. The player wins all
ties.
4. Before the first card is dealt, each player may place a wager on the
Ante, and/or Aces Up and Progressive wager, or all; the Ante,
Aces Up and Progressive. (Must play the Ante to qualify for the
Progressive Payout)
5. The Aces Up wager must be at least the table minimum, but not more
than table maximum, the Ante must be at least the table minimum, but
not more than the table maximum.
6. All Ante, Aces Up and Progressive wagers must be placed prior to the
dealer announcing, “No more bets.” No wagers shall be made or
increased, decreased or withdrawn after the dealer has announced
“No more bets.”
7. After each player examines his or her cards, each player who has
placed an Ante wager shall have an option to either make a Play
wager or forfeit the Ante wager and end his or her participation in the
round of play. Winning Ante and Play bets pay even money.
8. The player shall place a Play wager between one to three times the Ante
wager in the betting spot beside his/her five card hand, for the player to
continue his or her hand.
9. The player with only an Ante wager shall move the five cards dealt to
an area away from his/her Play wagering circle if the player wants to
fold or forfeit the Ante wager thereby ending his or her participation in
the round of play.
10. If a player has placed an Ante wager, an Aces Up wager, and
Progressive wager but does not make a Play wager, the player shall
forfeit the Ante wager but not the Aces Up wager or the progressive
wager.

Bet on the Aces Up spot and win when you’re dealt a pair of aces or better.
The Aces Up Bonus is paid even if the dealer has a better hand.
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ACES UP BONUS
Pair of Aces .................................................................. 1 to 1
Two Pair........................................................................ 3 to 1
Straight ......................................................................... 4 to 1
Flush ............................................................................ 5 to 1
Three-Of-A-Kind ........................................................... 8 to 1
Straight Flush ............................................................. 40 to 1
Four-Of-A-Kind ........................................................... 50 to 1

The top three hands in the game; Four-of-a-Kind, Straight Flush and Threeof-a-Kind receive an automatic bonus payout on the Ante bet. Automatic
bonuses are paid even if the dealer has a better hand.

AUTOMATIC BONUS

Three-Of-A-Kind ................................................................ 2 to 1
Straight Flush .................................................................. 20 to 1
Four-Of-A-Kind ................................................................ 25 to 1

PROGRESSIVE PAYOUTS
The optional $5 progressive bet wins if players have three-of-a-kind or better. The
top award, 100 percent of the Mega jackpot, pays when a player has a royal flush.
If a player has a straight flush, he or she wins 100 percent of the Major jackpot. If
a player has a four of a kind, he or she wins 100% of the Minor jackpot.
ENVY BONUSES
The top two hands trigger Envy bonuses. Players win if any other player gets a
royal flush or a straight flush. A player can win multiple Envy bonuses in a round
but cannot envy his or her own hand or the dealer’s.
MULTI-LINKED GAMES INCLUDED
*Let It Ride
*Ultimate Texas Holdem

*Four Card Poker
.
*Mississippi
Stud

PROGRESSIVE WAGER
HAND

PAYOUT

ENVY

Royal Flush..................... 100% Mega Jackpot..............$5,000
Straight Flush................. 100% Major Jackpot...............$1,500
Four of a Kind ................. 100% Minor Jackpot
Full House ........................50 for 1
Flush................................ 40 for 1
Straight ............................ 30 for 1
Three of a Kind ................. 9 for 1
*Original wager is not returned*

Must be 21 or older and have valid state-issued identification to enter or gamble (18 or older for pari-mutuel wagering)
in any Pennsylvania casino or participate in any Harrah’s promotion. ©2013, Caesars License Company, LLC.
Know When To Stop Before You Start. ®

GAMBLING PROBLEM? Call 1-800-GAMBLER.
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